Toward a genetic etiology of CHARGE syndrome: I. A systematic scan for submicroscopic deletions.
CHARGE syndrome is a distinctive subgroup within the more heterogeneous group of patients with CHARGE association. While significant progress has been made in the clinical delineation of this syndrome, the molecular basis of the disorder remains unknown. Based on the complex phenotype, some overlap with DiGeorge/velocardiofacial syndrome (DGS/VCFS), and its estimated population incidence, we hypothesized that CHARGE syndrome could be caused by an unidentified genomic microdeletion. In order to address this hypothesis, we carried out a genome-wide screen for loss of expected heterozygosity using 811 microsatellite markers in ten CHARGE syndrome subjects and their unaffected parents. Eight markers gave results suggestive of failure to inherit one parental allele. These loci were tested with fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), but none showed evidence of deletion. This screen sets upper limits on the length of a CHARGE-related microdeletion, should that be the genetic mechanism underlying the phenotype.